
Challenge Night (Fortenberry) 

1. Supporting Products:   

a. Challenge Night OPORD-Review and update as required to reflect approved COA.    

 b. Training schedule-Update as required to reflect approved COA 

2. Timeline: 

 29 May: Determine the most effective date to initiate the 4C System.   

 8 July: Develop three COAs for initiation of 4C System and brief to the Commandant for 

 decision 

 15 July: Develop three COAs for what the event looks like and brief to the Commandant 

 for decision 

 If a traditional Challenge Night approach is decided on, implement it this year.   

 If the new approach is selected, use AY 19-20 to complete on campus coordination and 

 implement August 2020. 

3. Requested Commandant's Decision or Guidance:   

 As briefed in timeline 

 

Fourth Class Regulations and Traditions (Sberna/Hughes) 

1. Supporting Products 

a. Chapter 3 of Blue Book. 

b. Coordinate with affected working groups (Moffitt/Fourth class duties); Cadet Leader 

Development Training (Graham) and Fourth Class duties and details (Moffitt) 

c.  Coordinate and combine into one document with other working groups. 

2. Timeline 

In-Progress:  Reviewed paragraph on Regulations and Traditions.  Made some changes 

based on the review. 

30 July  Coordinate with affected working groups:  (Moffitt/Fourth Class duties; Cadet 

Leader Development Training (Graham) 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance 

a. None 

Athletic/other events (Barton, Haugen) 

 1. Products: 

a. Socialize all dates upon return of the Corps 



b. LOI on Process for these events 

c. Frago example 

 2. Timeline: 

            August Reconstitution for announcement 

            1 July for other products 

 3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

Guidon (Dougherty) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Timeline for Guidon production: the annual schedule that designates dates for the 

entire production cycle including review of last year’s Guidon, revisions from the 

various section OPRs, review of the first draft, preparation for printing, draft printing, 

finalization, and distribution. 

b. Guidon CRS: The formal “Citadel Routing Sheet” used to gain staff concurrence with 

major revisions.  A less formal “email staffing” can be substituted for this document 

for minor revisions. 

c. Guidon pdf: the electronic version that is posted as an on-line format of the print 

edition 

 

2. Timeline 

a. In-progress: revised quotes being prepared by Xanedu and MUSC 

b. 30 May: photos identified and approved 

c. 6 June: first draft ready for review 

d. 12 June: copy sent to printer 

e. 10 July: printed Guidons delivered from printer to Citadel 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

CLDT (Graham, Dean, Sharp, Sitsjma) 

1. Supporting Products: 

a. CLDT Training Objectives 

b. CLDT oporder and POI 

c. CLDT training calendar (to be later turned in to a training schedule) 

d. Lesson outlines for each training session 

e. CLDT Rodeo frago 

f. CLDT Rodeo scoresheets 



g. Template for battalion commander’s readiness recommendation 

 

2. Timeline 

28 May Confirm or revise the MICs 

29 May Get from LTC Brace the tasks that will be trained during Challenge Week 

9 July Get from LTC Panton the cadre period training objectives. Divide those training 

objectives up among ourselves and develop a list of CLDT Training objectives and 

specific tasks that support each objective 

19 July Share those task lists with each other and finalize them.  Decide what a “lesson 

outline” looks like 

30 Aug Make lesson outlines for each of the tasks 

30 Sept Develop the frago and scoresheets for the rodeo (1SG Dean) 

30 Sept write a POI (or whatever we want to call the overarching document) for cadre 

period (Graham/Dougherty) 

30 Sept create the job book and template for readiness recommendations (Sharp) 

30 Sept develop the training calendar (Sijtsma) 

11 Oct brief at the TAC huddle and announce that we will be going around to all the key 

players for staffing and synchronization 

31 Oct finish the staffing and make any adjustments 

14 Nov Brief to CAPT Paluso and SgtMaj Yagle for approval 

TBD Conduct a train-the-trainer with the department 

 

3. Required Commandant decisions or other guidance: 

None 

 

Challenge Week (Brace, Polites, Garcia, Riddick) 

1. Supporting products 

b. Challenge Week Training Objectives.  Specify which tasks must be introduced, 

trained, and mastered in the first week. 

c. Challenge Week OPORD and POI.  Assign responsibility for each training objective. 

d. Challenge Week Training Schedule.  Assign time to accomplish training objectives 

and delete tasks that aren’t in line with stated objectives. 

e. Develop lesson plan for every block of instruction on the Training Schedule. 

f. Develop a Task Tracker for Squad Leaders.  Use as a tool to ensure all Knobs 

complete required tasks for the week. 

2. Timeline 

 22 May:  confirm or revise MIC.  Identify training objectives.  Develop list of tasks for 

 each stated objective. 

 1 July:  Assess current training schedule against required task list 



 31 July:  publish Squad Leader Task Tracker and recommended changes to current 

 training schedule 

 17-25 Aug:  Validate recommended changes during Challenge Week 2019 

 26-27 Aug:  Conduct AAR of Challenge Week 2019.   

 Dec 2019:  Hold a Cadet focus group to get their feedback on proposed changes to 

 Challenge Week 2020 

 May 2020:  Brief proposed changes for approval and execution. 

 July 2020:  Publish updated OPORD, POI, Training Schedule, and Lesson Plans 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

 Approval of Training Objectives 

 Approval of Task List 

 Approval of changes to current training schedule 

 

Cadre Period and Cadre Rodeo (Panton) 

1. Supporting products for Cadre Period 

a. 4th class regulations (LTC Sberna has this-we will need to make sure we are staying 

within the approved framework of the 4CS) 

b. Cadre Period training objectives: These must be clearly defined and focuses to get the 

most bang for our buck. Do not want to be the jack of all trades and master of none. 

c. Cadre Period POI’s and lesson outlines: These will cover each of the Friday training 

sessions leading up to the Cadre Rodeo and parents weekend. 

d. Cadre Period training calendar: Self explanatory 

e. Task completion format (job book): Similar to an Army NCO’s leader book. SL’s 

will record when training objectives and evaluated tasks are met. Will be a key 

component when counseling knobs. 

 

2. Timeline 

22 May Confirm or revise the MICs 

29 May Get from LTC Brace the tasks that will be trained during Challenge Week 

9 July Determine the cadre period training objectives (share those with LtCol 

Graham).  Divide those training objectives up among ourselves and develop a list of 

specific tasks that support each objective 

19 July Share those task lists with each other and finalize them.  Decide what a “lesson 

outline” looks like 

30 Aug Make lesson outlines for each of the tasks 

30 Sept Develop the oporder for the rodeo (1SG Brower) 



30 Sept write a POI (or whatever we want to call the overarching document) for cadre 

period (Dougherty) 

30 Sept create the job book (Panton) 

30 Sept develop the awards portion and do all the coordination necessary with LTC 

Barton.  Coordinate with Lt Col Sberna about any regulations impacts (Bell) 

30 Sept develop the training calendar (Parsons) 

11 Oct Brief at the TAC huddle and announce that we will be going around to all the key 

players 1SG Brower mentions for staffing and synchronization 

31 Oct finish the staffing and make any adjustments 

14 Nov Brief to CAPT Paluso and SgtMaj Yagle for approval 

TBD Conduct a train-the-trainer with the department 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

Physical Training (Haugen) 

1. Supporting Products: 

a. Training schedule for Cadre PT  (Basic/Advanced Cadre Training Guide & PT 

Leader Card) 

i. PT#1: Ext. Rect. Formation, Prep Drills 1-4 

ii. PT#2: Prep Drills 5-10, Military Mvmt Drills as time allows 

iii. PT #3: Review Prep Drills, MMD & intro 2 min PU/CR drills 

iv. PT#4: Prep Drills, S&C drills, Recovery Drills 1-5 

v. PT#5:  Willson Field/ Circuit day with equipment. 

b. 4C PT SOP 

i. Knobs will train in separate platoon up until Parents’ Weekend 

ii. 4 week Training plan will be designed by CPRPM  

iii. BN AO will oversee knob platoon training 

iv. PLT SGT will instruct exercise training, while SQD LDRS and/or SQD 

CPLS serve as demos and correct form as needed. 

v. Goal is to improve overall physical fitness, while also preparing for record 

CPFT 

c. 4C PT plan 

i. Sample Attached 

d. 4C CPFT SOP: 

i. CPFT will take place during the week prior to Parents’ Weekend 

ii. Graded by Sqd Ldr and above ONLY 

iii. BN staff will be walking around, in conjunction with BN &CO AOs, to 

observe proper technique and accurate grading.   

2. Timeline: 

a. PT leader cards and Basic/Advanced Cadre Trainers Guide are complete. 

b. All other supporting products (SOPs) will be completed by July 1. 



c. Sample PT plan is complete—will review and update by the end of CLDT 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or guidance: 

a. Do we conduct first iteration of instruction in BN on platform with companies in 

ranks (first 2 ranks take a knee) for better visibility? 

Purpose?   Advantages vs. Disadvantages  

Leadership Training Program (Dougherty) 

1. Supporting Products 

a. Annual LTP schedule 

b. Lesson outlines for each freshman class 

 

2. Timeline 

31 July Commandant decides whether or not we will have squad corporals first semester 

next year.  If “yes,” no further action required.  If “no,” we will need to adjust the CPL’s 

Academy since we are no longer training corporals and we will have to adjust the late fall 

sophomore LTPs to train those corporal skills 

15 Aug Get from the Honor Committee five-minute lesson plans for “honor refresher 

training” to be conducted in conjunction with and in support of freshman character LTPs 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance 

a. Will we have squad corporals first semester? 

b. If no, what training should we provide the rising sophomores in lieu of the old 

“CPL’s Academy”? 

c. How should we prioritize the existing sophomore LTPs if we need to eliminate some 

in order to run a fall version of the CPL’s Academy during LTP? 

 

CPT Exercise (O’Leary, Yagle, Barton) 

1 Supporting products 

a. Training Objectives for the exercise. Key to the exercise and will be developed. 

Exercise has been conducted for past 2 years but without clearly defined objectives.  

b. Exercise LOI. Document that will describe purpose and the required operational and 

logistical support for the exercise. 

c. Lesson Outline for each station/event. Powerpoint brief developed. Once these are 

defined, each training event will be linked to the objectives, intent of the 

station/event, description of event, lesson(s) learned from each event. 

d. Reflection exercise training outline. Guided questions for discussion/submission of 

what each Knob learned from this exercise and recommendations for 

addition/deletions 

 

2. Timeline—CPT exercise is currently scheduled for 22 Feb 2020 

2 August: announce Training Date to Campus Community. Ensure Weekend is 

“Closed” for Knobs and communicated to all (Note: this was a problem last year) 



20 Sep: Develop Training Objectives/Approved by Cmdt 

18 Oct: Lesson Outline for each Station/event developed  

8 Nov: Coordination meeting with CPT/Contractor 

22 Nov: LOI developed.  

15 Jan: LOI Published 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

a. Training Objectives approved 

b. Authorized Exercise Budget/Funds supported 

c. Mandatory exercise for all Knobs (No Special Orders: except Varsity athletes) 

d. Exercise event design approval 

 

Counseling Program (1SG Webster) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Staged Development guide, currently the product exists but needs to be included as 

a reference during the training, the idea would be that this reference will help cadet 

leaders understand what development they should be looking for from each cadet 

class 

b. Counseling Form: The item currently exists as a slightly modified Department of 

the Army Form 4856, needs to be added to the cadet forms tab 

c. Train the trainer materials: They currently exist as a power point presentation but 

need to be modified and then distributed to the corps. 

d. Examples: Currently exist and require distribution  

e. Rating scheme: Currently exists in the training program, and defines who counsels 

whom and with input from whom. Currently the training only covers all positions 

within a BN, it will need to be expanded to include billets on the Regimental Staff.  

f. AAR  notes from 5th BN Counseling pilot program  

 

2. Timeline 

23 May revision of counseling training slide deck completed to include reference to 

Staged development guide and submitted for approval 

31 May all supporting products complete 

30 July all TACS/ TAC NCO’s in full possession of all supporting products and 

prepared to run this program as a pilot within their organization.  

 

1. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

Query TACs, TAC NCOs: 

a.  Counseling packets where will they be maintained? (recommendation- TAC Office) 

b. Will Counseling packet follow the rated cadet ?( recommendation- Yes) 

c.  What will be the minimum requirement for counseling? (recommendation-3 times 

per year) 



d. What is the current level of training in the corps with this task? CPL’s and SQUAD 

Sergeants did receive this training but what is the level of training within the other 

rank holders? If the answer is there hasn’t been any other rank holders trained where 

do we fit that in? 

 

Senior Mentor Program (Horlbeck) 

 1. Supporting Products: 

 a. Leadership Training Program (LTP) Lesson Plan (to be updated) 

 b. Guidelines and Best Practices for the Senior Mentor Program (to be developed) 

 c. Senior Mentor Program Expectations for Fourthclass Cadets (to be developed) 

 d. Senior Mentor Program Development Checklist and End of Mentorship Report (to be 

 developed) 

 e. Fourthclassman Individual Development Plan and Program Evaluation (to be 

developed) 

 

2. Timeline. 

 1 August   Working group completes drafts of four products and an update of the 

 LTP lesson plan 

 16 August Working group meets with Deputy Regt CDR and Regt XO (and others as 

 required). 

 1 September LTC Dougherty assigns September date for LTP lesson 

 TBD Sept Co Cdrs, Co XOs, Co TACs conduct LTP for all seniors 

 20 September Regt XO briefs Regt, Bn, and Co Cdrs on program and implementation 

 schedule 

 1 October Co XOs submit 1C-4C pairings to Co TACs 

 7 October Senior Mentor program commences 

 3. Decision Recommendations and Questions.  

       a. Add a 50 minute LTP presentation in early September to all seniors on the subject of 

 the Senior Mentor Program.  All seniors will attend and the presentation will be given by 

 the Co XO, Co CDR , and Co TAC. 



 b. Task the Deputy Regimental CDR with the responsibility for oversight of this 

 program and the Regimental XO with the responsibility of implementing the program 

 within the Corps of Cadets. 

       c. Task Battalion and Company Executive Officers with oversight of the program in 

 cadet battalion and companies, respectively. 

       d. Is this program to be expanded to include sophomores? 

 

Kelley Cup (Barton, Greene) 

1. Products: 

a. OpOrd Example                                                                                     

b.  Practice/Preliminary Schedules & Scoresheets 

2. Timeline: 

            1 July 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Regimental Cdrs Bowl (Barton)  

1. Products: 

a. LOI on award & criteria 

2. Timeline: 

            1 July 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Cadre Rodeo (Panton) 

1. Supporting Products 

a. FRAGO: Formally tasks cadet leadership (inspection teams/drill masters) to 

support the evaluation 

b. Task List: comprehensive list of each task that knobs and possibly cadet leadership 

will be evaluated on. 

c. Score sheets and criteria: Scoring matrix for each evaluated area. 



d. Company Commanders readiness certification: Specifies id knobs will be 

promoted or not. 

 

2. Timeline 

Same as Above 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance 

None 

 

Corrective Pushups (Sberna) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Chapter 3 of Blue Book. 

b. Coordinate with affected working groups (Moffitt/Fourth class duties); Cadet 

Leader Development Training (Graham) and Physical Training (Haugen). 

c. Coordinate and combine into one document with other working groups. 

2. Timeline 

a. In-progress: Reviewed paragraph on pushups and made some initial changes based on 

the review 

b. 30 July Review with other working group 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Cadre Leadership Award (Barton, TAC NCOs)  

1. Products: 

a. LOI on Process of selection                                                    

b. Announcement Example     

2. Timeline: 

             1 July  

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Bonnoitt & Pearlstine Awards (Barton) 

 1.Products: 



 a. Descriptions including criteria 

 b. Announcement Example 

 2.Timeline: 

 1 July 

 3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

"Most influential Upperclassman” Award (Rich) 

 

1. Supporting Products: 

a. SOP that includes: 

             1.  Freshman Class Officer Elections with procedures and timeline 

             2.  Upper class Nomination procedures and timeline 

             3. Rec. Day dinner responsibilities and timeline 

             4.  Award information / Reflection & AAR process 

 

b. White Book Update:  This update will detail how the 4th class class officers are 

elected. 

 

d. 4C Officer Brief:  A 30 Min presentation that will be given to the 4C Officers upon 

their election that covers what their duties are concerning the award and how to go 

about obtaining a qualified candidate. 

 

e. Recognition Day Checklist:  A Check list that will outline how the 4C Officers 

select/request and vet Rec Day Guest Speakers 

 

2. Timeline 

 

 15 June Outline of the SOP 

 31 July:  All products developed and submitted for review 

 7 August:  Products submitted for approval  

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Parents Day Promotion (Barton) 

1. Products: 

a. LOI on process  

b. Parent's Day Schedule 



2. Timeline: 

              1 July 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Knob Year Reflections (Dougherty) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Battalion Commander Challenge Week class materials: a powerpoint class that 

discusses the idea of “crucibles” and provides the battalion commander the 

framework to talk about his or her own knob year crucibles and their impact 

b. Company Commander Challenge Week class materials: a powerpoint class that 

discusses self-awareness, frame of reference, and growth and provides the company 

commander the framework to talk about his or her own knob year experiences with 

self-awareness, frame of reference, and growth 

c. Reflection Worksheet: a fill-in the blank word document that has space for knobs to 

record what they presently consider their individual strengths and weaknesses, frame of 

reference regarding decision-making and world view, and growth objectives for knob 

year 

f. Battalion Commander Recognition class materials: a powerpoint class that reminds 

the knobs of “crucibles” and serves as a framework for facilitating knob sharing of 

their crucible experiences 

g. Company Commander Recognition class materials: a powerpoint class that reminds 

the knobs of self-awareness, frame of reference, and growth and instructs them how 

to fill out a new version of the reflection worksheet that is based on their knob year 

experience 

2. Timeline 

22 May confirm or revise MIC.  Include in that process consideration of having alumni 

participate with the battalion and company commanders as co-facilitators 

29 May determine what are the key guaranteed experiences or concepts common to all 

knobs that we want to direct their reflection toward. Keep the number small to facilitate 

in depth analysis. 

10 July develop the reflection worksheet based on those key experiences or 

concepts.  Also consider whether we want to include a year-long “knob journal” as part 

of the process 

31 July develop the battalion commander Challenge Week class 

31 July develop the company commander Challenge Week class 

During CLDT. Train the bn and co cdrs on the classes (and brief TACs) 



31 Dec develop the battalion commander recognition class 

31 Dec develop the company commander recognition class 

31 Jan. form a cadet focus group and get their feedback and adjust as necessary 

28 Feb recruit alumni facilitators (if we decide on that COA) 

5 March brief TACs 

15 March Have train-the-trainer session for bn and co cdrs (and alumni if we decide on 

that COA) 

D-Day 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

Gauntlet (Haugen) 

1. Supporting Products 

a. Recognition Day Op Order (Regimental Staff/ Ops) 

b. Gauntlet station power point (Regi Ops/ AOs) 

 

2. Timeline 

a. Op order will be completed about 4 weeks prior to Rec Day 

b. Gauntlet stations will be designed in Feb.  

 

3. Requests for Commandant 

a. Consequences for not following station protocol/ approved exercises only 

b. How to control the Cadre participation? 

 

March to Marion Square (Barton, Greene)  

1. Products: 

a. LOI describing the event  

b. Recognition OpOrd 

2. Timeline: 

1 July 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None                

 



Inspections (Moffitt) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Battalion Commander provides PAI and MRI procedures, standards, and products 

to Company Commanders prior to Matriculation.   

b. Company Commander presents PAI and MRI procedures, standards, and products 

to Cadre during expectations briefing prior to Matriculation. 

c. Company Commander presents a class to the Fourth Class that discusses the 

purpose of inspection(s), arrangement of rooms, personal appearance standards, and 

consequences.  

d. Personal Appearance/Morning Room Inspection Checklist: a fill-in the blank 

Microsoft Excel document that has space for cadet leadership to record 

discrepancies noted during an inspection.  Will also be used to reward cadet(s) for 

Outstanding Personal Appearance (OPA) or Outstanding Room (OR).   

e. TAC Officer’s/NCO provide in-depth, hands-on class, to Cadre on “How to 

Inspect” during Cadre Training to insure members of Cadre conduct inspections per 

the Commanders Intent and within the standards of The Citadel. 

f. TAC Officers/NCO obtain authorization to access the Cadet Accountability System 

and change the color of the “Military” tab for a cadet who fails a PAI, MRI, or 

SMI.  Red for those who fail and green for those who pass.  Yellow will be the 

standard color used at the start of the school year. 

g. Include SOP, PAI/MRI Checklist, Inspection Tracker, and Grading Scale in the 

Blue Book.        

2. Timeline 

29 May develop Personal Appearance/Morning Room Inspection Checklist, Inspection 

 Tracker, and Grading Scale. 

5 June develop Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Personal Appearance Inspection 

and Room Inspection.  Include PAI/MRI Checklist, Inspection Tracker, and Grading 

Scale as enclosures. 

12 June review of SOP and enclosures by working group.  

15 June develop power point presentation for Company Commander to present during 

his/her Expectations Briefing that discusses the purpose of inspection(s), arrangement of 

rooms, personal appearance standards, and consequences for failing. 

19 June provide TAC Officers/NCO with ability to access the Cadet Accountability 

System and change the color of the “Military” tab for passing/failing a PAI/MRI.   

8 July brief TACs 

During CLDT have train-the-trainer session for Cadre on ‘How to Inspect” a cadet and 

 his/her room.  

D-Day 



3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

If TAC Officers/NCO’s may be granted access to the CAS and change the color of the 

“Military” tab for a cadet who fails a PAI, MRI, or SMI.  Failures will change to the 

color red while those cadets who pass will change to green.  Yellow will be the standard 

color used at the start of the school year. 

 

Fourth-Class Duties and Details (Moffitt) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Company Commander equitably distributes and manages Fourth-Class Duties and 

Details.  Company Commander ensures that duties and details are not assigned to 

fourth class as punishment. 

b. Develop a Gallery/Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail Checklist. 

c. Develop an Outside Barracks Police Detail Checklist. 

d. Develop a Brass Detail Checklist. 

h. The company chain of command will teach and supervise the conduct of Hydro 

Cleaning Details throughout the school year. 

 

2. Timeline 

29 May develop a Gallery/Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail Checklist, Outside Barracks 

Police Detail Checklist, and a Brass Detail Checklist. 

6 Jun confirm and/or revise MIC. 

During CLDT brief Battalion Commander and TACs on Fourth-Class Duties and Details.  

During CLDT, Company Commander will brief cadre on the purpose, and approved 

Fourth-Class  Duties and Details. 

During CLDT conduct train-the-trainer session with cadre on “How to” conduct 

Gallery/Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail, Outside Barracks Detail, Brass Detail, and 

Hydro Cleaning Detail. 

19 Aug – 5 Oct Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant teach and supervise the following 

Fourth-Class Duties and Details, per the Company Commanders intent:  

(1) Gallery and Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail 

(2) Outside Barracks Police Detail 

(3) Brass Detail  

Prior to 1 Oct Company Commander will brief fourth-class cadets on the purpose, 

execution, and rules surrounding the Spirit Sign Painting.  Company Commander will 

strictly supervise this project. 



7 Oct – 18 Dec Squad Sergeants will supervise the following Fourth-Class Duties and 

Details, per the Company Commanders intent: 

(1) Gallery and Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail 

(2) Outside Barracks Police Detail 

(3) Brass Detail 

13 Jan -28 Mar Squad Corporals will supervise the following Fourth-Class Duties and 

Details, per the Company Commanders intent: 

(1) Gallery and Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail 

(2) Outside Barracks Police Detail 

(3) Brass Detail 

30 Mar – 8 May proficient Fourth-Class cadets will be placed in leadership positions and 

will supervise their peers, per the Company Commanders intent, in the execution of the 

following Fourth-Class Duties and Details: 

(1) Gallery and Quadrangle Sweep/Police Detail 

(2) Outside Barracks Police Detail 

(3) Brass Detail 

D-Day 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 

 

Fourthclass knowledge (Dougherty) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Fourthclass knowledge excerpt from The Guidon  

b. Fourthclass knowledge tracking log 

c. “Leader’s Discussion Guide to Fourthclass Knowledge” (T) 

 

2. Timeline 

31 July Receive any TAC recommended changes for SY 20-21 

31 Aug Receive any RCO recommended changes for SY 20-21 

31 Sept Decide if a “Leader’s Discussion Guide to Fourthclass Knowledge” would be 

useful in accomplishing the MIC goal that “in addition to drilling memorization, squad 

leaders use the knowledge requirements as segues into deeper discussions of the topics 

they represent” and if so, form a committee to develop it.  Create a timeline to have it 

available for CLDT 2020. 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

None 



Cpl’s Academy (Yagle & TAC NCOs) 

1. Supporting products 

a. Guide to Being a Cadet NCO 

b. Current syllabus for the NCO academy (specifically the rising Corporal instruction) 

will suffice if T/O’s are filled per the norm. 

c. Training outlines / practical exercises will have to be developed in order to meet the 

Commandant’s intent if the decision is made to “not” promote rising sophomores for 

the fall semester. 

d. Counterpart outlines and/or class materials to be used during spring academy or in the 

fall based on the Commandant’s decision.  

2. Timeline 

a. The Commandant will decide in July whether or not we will promote rising 

sophomores to Corporal for the fall semester.  If the answer is “yes” then all rising 

sophomores will follow and execute the current NCO Academy syllabus.  If the 

decision is to delay promotions until the spring semester then LTP / Academy classes 

will be scheduled following board selection during the fall semester.  

b. At a minimum, the billet of Bn/Company clerk and select billets within Palmetto 

Battery will be promoted for the fall semester.  These rising sophomores will need to 

receive the appropriate skills training during the spring semester. 

 

3. Requested Commandant decisions or other guidance. 

a. Beyond selected clerk and PB billets will sophomores fill allocated T/O billets in the 

fall semester? 

b. If the decision is not to promote, what are the priorities to consider while developing 

a “new” set of classes for the rising sophomores in the spring? 

c. Set dates in the fall semester for boards to be held to select for second semester 

promotions? 

d. Establish a timeline for the completion of the fall version of the Corporal’s 

academy…prior to fall furlough?     

 


